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ABSTRACT 
In recent years the authors both individually and jointly with Professor Abraham 
Berman have been interested in the following cone reachability problem: Given the 
linear differential system ~ = Ax, where A is an n × n essentially nonnegative matrix, 
characterize the set of all initial points in R n such that the trajectories manating from 
these points enter the nonnegative orthant and, due to the positive invariance of the 
nonnegative orthant under A, remain in the orthant hereafter. The authors now show 
that a discrete method of approximation to the differential equation such as the 
Canchy-Euler scheme can be employed to test whether a point reaches the nonnega- 
tive orthant without he necessity of using very small time steps. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let A =(a i i  ) be a real n × n matrix which is essentially nonnegative, 
that is, its off-diagonal entries are nonnegative numbers. It is well known that 
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this condition is equivalent to the exponential matrix e tA being nonnegative 
for all time t >~ 0. This equivalence is frequently attributed to Bellman [1960], 
but for further reference see Schneider and Vidyasagan [1970] and Varga 
[1962]. Consider the cone 
XA(R _) = {x R"le'°Ax ~R~ forsometo=to(X)>~O } 
= U e-tA(R~+ ), 
t>-O 
where R~ denotes the cone consisting of all n-dimensional nonnegative 
vectors. In view of the essential nonnegativity of A, once the trajectory 
emanating from a point x ~ R n has reached the nonnegative orthant, it 
remains in it thereafter. The set XA(R + ) is called the teachability cone (for 
R~_ ) under A. This cone is convex and contains R~, but it is not necessarily 
closed or pointed. 
In passing we mention that the determination f XA(R~+ ) is a problem of 
applied interest since it is precisely the set of all start points x = x(0) ~ R~ 
which give rise to solutions of the linear differential system 
~c(t) = Ax(t ) ,  t >1 O, (1.1) 
which eventually become and remain nonnegative. In fact, even when the 
system (1.1) arises in the context of population models, in which case all the 
start points of interest are already in R~, the cone reachability problem 
remains of interest. This is because one may be interested in the following 
question: What is the set of all points in R~_ such that all populations 
modeled by the state vector x(t) eventually reach a stage such that thereafter 
no population can decrease in size? A simple analysis shows that such a 
phenomenon occurs when the velocity Ax at the initial point x = x(0) lies in 
×A(R  ). 
Various geometrical nd topological properties of Xa(R~+ ) where derived 
in Neumann and Stem [1986] and in Berman, Neumann, and Stern [1986]. 
However, these papers focused mainly on the problem of the determination 
of explicit formulas for XA(R~+ ), the closure of XA(R~+ ), under different 
spectral assumptions on A (e.g., existence of an eigenveetor of A in the 
interior of R+, diagonability of A and realness of its spectrum, and so on). 
The formulas for XA(R~ ) which were obtained frequently proved to be quite 
complicated. The purpose of this paper is to devise a simple and stable 
numerical method for determining whether a given point x ~ R n is in 
XA(R  ). 
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To achieve the above-stated goal we consider the classical Cauchy-Euler 
discrete-time approximation to (1.1); namely, beginning with £o := x = x(0) 
and for a t ime step h > 0, we consider the sequence of approximations 
(£k)~°_0 to the solution x ( t )= etax of (1.1) which is generated via the 
finite-difference scheme 
On letting 
£k - £k- 1 
= A£k_  ~, k = 1 ,2  . . . . .  (1 .2 )  
Bh:= I + hA, 
we see that this sequence can be obtained iteratively by the algorithm 
Xk = BhXk-t, k = 1,2 . . . . .  (1.3) 
For any given £o = x = x(0), T > 0, and e > 0, let h = Tf3,, where T is a 
positive integer. The theory of the numerical approximation to the solution of 
differential equations assures us that for ), sufficiently large 
II~k - ekhAx[I < e Vk = 0,1 . . . . .  7- (1.4) 
Continuing, we observe that the sequence of approximations (£k } gener- 
ated by (1.3) can also be determined via the powers of the matrix B h as 
follows: 
~k = (nh)kXo  ' k = 1,2 . . . . .  (1.5) 
Hence if h > 0 is chosen so that B h >~ 0, for which it is only necessary that 
h - l>~ maxl~<i~<na . ,  then once an iterate generated by (1.5) enters R+,  all 
successive iterates remain in R~_ thereafter. For each such h this leads us to 
define the set 
XA.h(R~+ ) = (X ~ R ~ ( Bh)k°X >1 0 for some positive integer k o = ko(x ) / .  
(1.6) 
It is not difficult to show that XA, h(R + ) is a convex cone which contains 
R~.  We shall refer to XA, h(R + ) as the discrete reachability cone (for R+ ) 
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under A associated with (the time step) h. It is the set of all initial points 
£o = x = x(0) ~ R n such that the discrete trajectories generated by (1.5) from 
these points become and remain nonnegative. 
In view of (1.4), intuition suggests that when h > 0 becomes mall, the 
discrete reachability cones  XA, h(R+) in some sense well approximate the 
continuous reachability cone XA(R" + ). In this paper we shall show that more 
is true, namely, when h > 0 and B h = I + hA >~ O, then, under certain 
spectral assumptions on A, it is only necessary for h to satisfy relatively mild 
additional constraints in order that 
XA,h(nn+ ) = XA(nn+ ). (1.7) 
Thus methods of numerical approximation to the solution of systems of 
differential equations can be used to test whether a point x is in XA(R" + ) 
without the usual concern that the discrete and continuous trajectories will 
diverge greatly if x is far from R~ and the time step h is not chosen, 
accordingly, to be sufficiently small. 
Our main results are developed in Section 2. In Theorem 2.1 we consider 
an interval of positive h's (which could possibly be infinite) for which the 
above condition (1.7) holds under the assumption that A is essentially 
nonnegative and its spectrum is real. In Theorem 2.2 we allow the spectrum 
of A to possess complex eigenvalues, but require the generalized eigenspace 
of A corresponding to its spectral abscissa to contain a positive vector. 
Theorem 2.2 yields only the weaker conclusion that the closures of the 
discrete and continuous reachability cones coincide. However, in the impor- 
tant special case of Theorem 2.2 when A is an n × n essentially nonnegative 
and irreducible matrix, we recover the stronger esult of (1.7). We close the 
paper with an example illustrating our results and with some additional 
remarks. 
2. THE MAIN RESULTS 
Let A be an n × n essentially nonnegative matrix whose spectrum, o(A), 
is real. Define 
h(A)=sup{h>Ol I+hA>~O, l -hX>OV~o(A)} .  (2.1) 
Clearly h(A) > 0 and possibly h(A) = oo. We are now ready to state the first 
main result of this paper. 
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THEOrmM 2.1. Assume that A is a real n × n essentially nonnegative 
matrix whose spectrum is real. Then 
O<h<h(A)  ~ XA(Rn+)=XA.h(R +). (2.2) 
Proof. We shall prove that 
XA(nn+ ) C_ XA.h(a + ). (2.3) 
If this is not so, then there exists a point z ~ XA(R" + ) and an h ~ (0, h(A)) 
such that 
(Bh)kZ ~ R~_ Vk = 0,1 . . . . .  (2.4) 
Now note that R~ can be represented as the intersection of n closed half 
spaces: 
n"+={z~n"+l(po,  z )<~O,q=l ,2  ... . .  n}. (2.5) 
Here ( .,- ) represents the inner product in R n, and for each q = 1 . . . . .  n, %, 
the outward unit normal, is the n-vector whose qth entry is - 1 and whose 
remaining entries are zero. 
The exclusion (2.4) implies that for at least one of vq's, sayv := %0' there 
exists a strictly increasing sequence (k  i )~¢= 1 of positive integers such that 
(P,(Bh)k'z)>O Vi= 1,2 . . . . .  (2.6) 
Suppose that we have ordered the spectrum of A via hi  > X2 > • • • > k m" 
Denote the generalized eigenspace of A corresponding to h i by Nxj, 
] = 1, 2 . . . .  m, and for ] = 1 . . . . .  m - 1 let 
Mx j= ~ ~Nx,. 
1~1+1 
Then z decomposes (uniquely) into 
z=z  t+r  l, z I~Nx~,  r l~Mx.  (2.7) 
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Rewrite the matrix B h as follows: 
B h = (1+ h)~)I + h(A - All ). (2.8) 
Now A-  k l I  is nilpoint on Nxl. Assume that there exists a nonnegative 
integer P x such that 
(v,(A - X,I ) Plz,) ~ 0 (2.9) 
and 
(u , (A- -X j ) l z l )=O V/>p 1. 
Then by (2.7)-(2.10), for k i >/Pl we have 
(2.10) 
k i 
(ll,(nh)h'z) = t~=o (kl')( 1+ h)~l)k'-tht(v,( A -  ~lI)tzl)+ (ll,(Bh)kiT'l) 
= ( k' ) (l + h)~l)k'-p'hm(v'( A -  
+ ~_, ' ( l+hXl)k'-tht(v,(A-Xl I)Zzx) 
/=0  
(2.11) 
+(v,(Bh)k'rt). 
Now when k i ~ oo, 
(kli)/(ki)pl "°0  forall O<~l<pl. (2.12) 
Moreover, because the restriction of B h to Mx~ has the eigenvalues 1 + hk i, 
2 ~< j ~< m, it follows, due to (2.1), that the restriction of the matrix Bh/(1 + 
hkl)  to Mx~ has its eigenvalues in the interior of the unit circle. Hence, 
 l+h l,Pl((Bh)k) 
lim v, r 1 = 0. (2.13) i -°°(k ' )  hps Pl 1+ h)~l 
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Since 1+ hh t > 0, (2.6) and (2.11)-(2.13) readily show, on taking i suffi- 
ciently large, that 
(~, (A -  h l I )m)  > 0. (2.14) 
We shall next show that (2.14) is not possible. Since z ~ XA(R ~ ), we 
have that for sufficiently large t o >/0, 
(p, etAz) <~ 0 
However, 
Vt >1 t o. (2.15) 
Q,, etAz) = etX~(l,, et(A-X,l)Zl ) + ethl(p, et(A-hfl)rl), 
which, by (2.9) and (2.10), is equal to 
pt - -1  ÷l 
tpletx'(p,(A-hlI)PtZl)q-etXl ~_~ ~(P , (A -h l I ) l z l )  
Pl [ /=0 
+ etX~(P, et(A-Xd)rl). (2.16) 
Now, because the restriction of (A -  h i / )  to Mx~ is a stability matrix, we 
have that 
Pt! -p, tlim -[-~( et(A-X~')rl)=O. (2.17) 
"--~ O0 
But then (2.15)-(2.17) yield 
(v , (A  - h , I )n 'z l )  ~ 0, (2.18) 
which is in contradiction to (2.14). Thus (2.9) cannot hold, and so, consider- 
ing the representing (2.8), it follows that 
(P,(Bh)k'gl)=O fo ra l l  i>~ 1. (2.19) 
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Consider next the vector r 1 ~ Mx¢ and decompose it as 
r I = z 2 + r2, z 2 ~ Nx~ and r 2 ~ Mx2. 
Then, following similar arguments to those used to show that (2.19) holds for 
z 1 ~ Nx¢ we can show that 
(p,(Bh)k'Z2)=O forall i>~1. 
In fact, carrying on with this deflation argument, we can demonstrate that if 
Z = Z l -~-  Z2-~ - . . .  -~- Zm 
is the spectral resolution of z along the generalized eigenspaces of A, then 
,,(~'(Bh)k'Zi)=O' j= l  . . . . .  m and i=1,2  . . . . .  
so that 
(p,(Bh)LZ)=O foraU i~<l, 
a contradiction to (2.6). This means that it is not possible for (2.4) to hold. 
Hence the containment in (2.3) is valid. 
To complete the proof of our theorem we need to show that 
XA,h(R  ) C XA(n'  ) t2.2o) 
for all h satisfying (2.2). Suppose by way of contradiction that this contain- 
ment does not hold. Then for some 0<h <h(A)  there exists a point 
w E XA,h(n + ) such that 
etAw ~ Rn+ Vt >10. (2.21) 
Once again, from the characterization f R~_ given in (2.5), we can conclude 
that there exists a normal ~ := ~q and a strictly increasing unbounded 
sequence of positive times { t i }~ 1 such that 
(v, et'Aw) > 0 Vi >/1. (2.22) 
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Resolve w into 
w=w t+s  1, w l~Nx~ and s l~Mx.  (2.23) 
As in the first half of the proof, we can show that if there exists a nonnegative 
integer ql such that 
and 
(~,(A- x~I)q~wl). 0 (2.24) 
(~,(A- x~i)~w,)=o Vj>q~, (2.25) 
then for large enough i we shall have 
sign<v,e',Aw) =sign(v,( A -  XlI)°~wl). (2.26) 
Similarly, we can show that for sufficiently large k, 
sign(v,(Bh)kW)=sign(v,(A - ~XlI) qlwl ). (2.27) 
However, w ~ XA, h(R+ ) implies that for sufficiently large k, 
(P,(nh)kw)~O Vk~k;. (2.28) 
Thus, by (2.22) and (2.28), (2.26) is incompatible with (2.27), showing that 
rather than (2.24) and (2.25) we must have that 
(~,(A-X~I/Jw,)=o vj>~o. (2.29) 
But then, evidently, 
<v, etAwl)= 0 Vt >~ 0. (2.30) 
Consider next the vector s 1 ~ Mxl given in (2.23) and decompose it as 
s t=w~+s s, w 2~Nxl and s~Mx.  
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Similar arguments to those which have lead us to (2.30) also yield 
( v , etAw2) = 0 V t >10. 
Indeed, carrying on with these arguments leads us to conclude that if 
W .~--. Wl -~ W2. .  4- . . .  + W m 
is the spectral resolution of w along the generalized eigenspaces of A, then 
(P, etAwj> = 0 Vj  = 1 . . . . .  m and Vt >10. 
Hence, 
(v, craw)  = 0 Vt  >1 O, 
which contradicts our initial assumption of (2.22), showing that the exclusion 
of (2.21) is false. This completes the proof. • 
The proof of Theorem 2.1 hinged on an eigenvalue deflation process in 
which a critical use was made of the assumption that A has a real spectrum 
and therefore real generalized eigenspaees a well. Even taking into account 
that if A is real, but has a complex spectrum, then it has complex conjugate 
eigenvalues and corresponding conjugate generalized eigenspaces, we have 
not been able to prove the conclusion of Theorem 2.1 under the sole 
assumption that A is essentially nonnegative. However, we can prove a 
partial result for the ease when A has a complex spectrum. This result is 
applicable in some important instances of the linear differential system (1.1), 
including the case when A is irreducible and essentially nonnegative. 
Recall that if A is an n X n essentially nonnegative matrix, then from the 
Perron-Frobenius theory for nonnegative matrices, it readily follows that the 
spectral abscissa of A, 
Xl= max{aeXlX E o(A)}, 
is an element of o(A)  and, moreover, 
X~:X1, X~o(A)  =, ReX<ReX r 
From more recent work on the structure of the generalized eigenspace of a 
nonnegative matrix corresponding to its spectral radius, (see Rothblum [1975] 
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and Richman and Schneider [1978]) we can deduce that the generalized 
eigenspace oI the essentially nonnegative matrix A corresponding to k has a 
basis ot nonnegative vectors. Thus it is possible that Nx~ contains a vector in 
the interior of R+. In what tollows we shall let 
h (A)=sup{h min ( l+ha i i )>O and 
l <~ i <~ h 
Our preceding comments imply that h(A) > 0. 
THEOREM 2.2. 
NxAint(R? ~) ~O,  
then for all 0 < h < h( A ) we have 
Proof. 
1+ h)~ > I1+ h/~ I 
o(A)\{X,}}. (2.31/ 
Suppose A is an n x n essentially nonnegative matrix. I f  
(2.32) 
XA,h(R+ ) = XA(nn)  . (2.33) 
We shall first show that the right-hand side of (2.33) is contained 
in the left-hand side. Suppose there exists a point z ~XA(R"  + ) such that 
Z ~1~ XA.h(n  +) , (2.34) 
and let u ~ Nx~ (~ int R?~. Then there exists a sequence of strictly decreasing 
positive numbers { e k } with e k ~ 0 as k --* oo such that 
Z + ekU q~ XA,h(R  + ) Vk >1 1. 
We note that as int R~_ ___ int XA(R" + ), 
z + eku ~ int XA(R" + ). 
(2.35) 
Because of (2.35), for each k >/1 there exists a strictly increasing sequence of 
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positive integers { ,/~i)}~= 1 and a unit outward normal ek [see (2.5)] such that 
(r,(Bh)n~k'(Z+ekU))>O Vi>~l. (2.37) 
In Neumann and Stem [1985] it was shown that int XA(R" + )=  XA(int r+ ). 
Moreover, no trajectory emanating from a point belonging to int XA(R" + ) 
which has entered int R+ can in a finite time thereafter reach the boundary 
of R+. It follows that for each k >/1, there exists a time tk >/0 such that 
(~k,etA(z+%u))<O Vt>~t k. (2.38) 
Recall now that Nxl is a real generalized eigenspace of A, and consider 
the resolution of z + eku into 
z + = (z l  +  ku) + (2.39) 
where r 1 is the projection of z, and hence of z + %u, onto the join of all 
eigenspace of A corresponding to eigenvalues h ~s X1 along Nx. Then 
lim et(A-xll)r1 = 0 
t~o0 
and 
Bh ) n~k) 
lim r 1 = O. 
i -~  l+hX 1 
Now observe that we can follow similar arguments to those given in 
(2.6)-(2.19) to show that a necessary condition for (2.37) and (2.38) to be 
compatible is that 
(~,k,(A--)~lI) J(Zl+ekU))=O Vj>~0k=l ,2  ... . .  
from which it follows that 
</~k' Zl)  q'- Ek<Pk' U> = O. 
Sinee the number of distinet t,k's is finite, there exists a ~ ~ { r 1 ... . .  v. } and a 
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strictly increasing infinite sequence of positive integers (k m )m ~ ffi I such that 
+ U) = O. (2.40) 
Since { Ekm }~m=l is a sequence of strictly decreasing positive numbers whose 
limit is zero, (2.40) is possible only if 
But u ~ int R~ implies that 
(v,u) =0. 
(v ,u)  <0, 
a contradiction. Hence there is no vector z ~ XA(R ~ ) for which (2.34) holds. 
We next prove the containment of the right-hand side of (2.33) in the 
n left-hand side. Suppose that w XA,h(R + ) is a point such that 
w ~ XA(R" + ). (2.41) 
As before, let u ~ (int R~ )N Nx~ and note that (Bh)iU ~ int R~ for all i >/1. 
Because of (2.41), there exists a strictly decreasing sequence of positive 
numbers (8~}~=1 whose limit is zero such that 
w + 8kU q~ XA(Rn+ ),  k >1 1. 
But then for each k there exists an outward unit normal v k and an 
unbounded sequence of strictly increasing positive times (t~ k) }~= 1such that 
(vk,et[k~A(w+Sku))>O Vi>~l. (2.42) 
We observe, however, that as w + ~kU ~ i n t  XA, h(nn+ ) for all k >/1, for each 
index k there exists a sufficiently large index i k that 
(vk, B}~k)A(w+SkU))<O Vi>~i k. (2.43) 
Resolve w + 8ku into 
w + 8k u = (w 1 + 8kU ) + Sl, 
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where Sl is the projection of w, and hence also of w + ~$k u, onto the join of 
all eigenspaces of A corresponding to eigenvalues )~ ~ 2~1 along Nx. As in the 
second half of the proof to Theorem 2.1, we show that a necessary condition 
for (2.42) and (2.43) to be compatible is that 
(~'k,(A--)kl I) J(Wl-t-  ~k u) )=O 
and, in particular, that 
Vj>~0, Vk = 1,2 .. . . .  
0 = Q'k, wl + 6~u) = Q'k, u) + 6k(P k, U). (2.44) 
As in the first part of the proof to this theorem, we show that (2.44) is 
possible only if for some u ~ (ul .. . . .  ~n }, (P, u)  = 0. This cannot be true, in 
view of u being in int R+. Thus (2.41) is false and the proof is done. • 
We shall conclude with an example and some remarks. 
(i) As an illustration for Theorem 2.1 let 
A (-10 
Here A is not diagonalizable, but since N_ 1 = R2, we see that the condition 
(2.31) trivially holds. Clearly h(A)= 1, and a simple calculation shows that 
(Bh)l=[ (1-h)lO lh(1-h)Z-l]  " ( l -h )  l
We readily observe that a necessary condition for a point x = (x 1, x2) T to 
reach R2+ is that x 2 >~ 0. Moreover, for any point x = (x 1, x2) T with x 2 > 0, 
[ + lh(1-h   
for sufficiently large positive integers l, whence 
XA,h(R2)~((XI, X2) T ER2 x2~0} • 
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(ii) Actually, one can show that Theorem 2.2 has the following important 
special ease/or which a stronger conclusion holds: 
COROLLARY 2.1. Suppose A is an n × n irreducible ssentially nonnega- 
tive matrix. Let 
h(A)  = sup(h> 0[I+ hA >t0 and I1+ hkll 
>l l+h~lV lz~o(A) \ (X l}  ). 
Then for all 0 < h < h( A ), 
XA,h(R"+ ) = XA(R" ) = ( ( Nx hint  R?~ ) ~R(A  - hxI ) )  U {0), 
where R(.)  denotes the range of a matrix. 
(iii) For ease of mathematical rgument we have stated all the results of 
this paper in terms of reachability cones for the nonnegative orthant. Both 
Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 can be generalized appropriately with R~ replaced by 
a polyhedral cone in R". 
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